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Lot

Description

243001

IWC gents wristwatch Ingenieur in steel/gold with stainless steel bracelet, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, satin-finished case,
reference 3506.1, screwed-down case back & winding crown, gold plated antimagnetic inner case, white waffle-dial with raised gilded
indices, date at 3, gilded ...[more]

243002

MAURICE LACROIX wristwatch series Sphere, Switzerland around 2003, quartz, reference SH1014, stainless steel/gold combined,
bracelet with butterfly clasp, sapphire crystal, white dial with gilded hands and indices, snap on case back, original box and papers with
2 additional band limbs, diameter a ...[more]

243003

OMEGA Polaris in titanium/gold on titanium bracelet, Switzerland around 1985, satin- finished case with gold-inserts reference 396
1222, snap on case back, quartz, grey/brown dial with luminous indices, date at 3, sweep seconds, measures approx. 37 x 32 mm,
length approx. 19,5 cm, condition 2-3 ...[more]

243004

FERRARI gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland sold in April 1992 according to original papers, quartz, screwed down case
back, unidirectional revolving bezel, original leather strap with original deployant clasp, red dial with luminous points, luminous hands,
date, diameter approx. 38 m ...[more]

243005

GRUEN gents wristwatch, self winding, Switzerland around 2000, partial gold-plated stainless steel case including original leather strap
with original deployant clasp, on both sides glazed, case back screwed-down 4-times, blue dial with luminous indices in center engineturned, display of hours, m ...[more]

243006

BREITLING Lady J ladies wristwatch, Switzerland sold according to original papers in December 1996, quartz, reference D52065,
screwed down stainless steel case, unidirectional revolving bezel in yellow gold, leather strap with original deployant clasp in steel,
raised luminous indexes, luminous- h ...[more]

243007

RADO DiaStar wristwatch in steel/gold plated, Switzerland according to original papers sold in October 1986, 4-times screwed down
case reference 152.0202.3N with scratch proof front, integrated bracelet with butterfly clasp, quartz, gray dial, raised gilded indices, date
at 6, gilded hands, measur ...[more]

243008

CARTIER Tank ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1987, quartz, gold-plated silver-case, case back screwed-down 4-times, gilded
dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, jeweled crown, measures approx. 28 x 20 mm, strap to replace, gilding partial missing,
original certificate enclosed, condit ...[more]

243009

RADO wristwatch Ceramica, Switzerland around 2010, reference 160.0484.3, stainless steel/titanium/ceramic combined, bracelet with
butterfly buckle, quartz, silvered dial with raised indexes, display of hours, minutes & date, case back screwed-down 4-times, measures
approx. 27 x 32 mm, length a ...[more]

243010

HERMES wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 2000, snap on case back, partial gold plated bezel with cord-structure, sapphire
crystal, white dial, gilded signature-badge in center, date at 3, quartz, original leather strap with gold plated buckle, diameter approx. 32
mm, condition 2 HERMES Ar ...[more]

243011

CHOPARD 18k yellow gold wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, reference 16/2680, two-piece construction case, snap on case
back, cream colored dial with gilded hour-indices slightly damaged, gilded hands, neutral leather strap with original 18k yellowgold
buckle, diameter approx. 30 mm, sig ...[more]

243012

OMEGA ladies wristwatch in stainless steel/gold, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, snap on case back, neutral leather strap with original
buckle, silvered dial with raised gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, diameter approx. 27 mm, condition 2 OMEGA Damenarmbanduhr in
Edelstahl/Gold, Schweiz um ...[more]

243013

VACHERON & CONSTANTIN Phidias ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, stainless steel/gold combined including
original bracelet with double deployant clasp, back with 8 screws, gilded dial with diamond hour-indices, gilded hands, diameter approx.
24 mm, length approx. 16 cm, condit ...[more]

243014

Lot withdrawn! Lot entfällt! - - - 24.00 % buyer's premium on the hammer price, VAT included

243015

CARTIER ladies wristwatch Linie 21, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, stainless steel/gold combined case including bracelet with
butterfly buckle, case back 6-times screwed, bezel with engraved hour-signs, blued steel hands, jeweled crown, display of hours &
minutes, diameter approx. 28 mm, len ...[more]

243016

CARTIER Tank ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, manual winding, gold-plated silver case, case back at the sides 4-times
screwed down, jeweled crown, black dial with Roman numerals, silvered hands, calibre 78-1, 17 jewels, measures approx. 30 x 23 mm,
signs of use, gilding partial missing, ...[more]

243017

CARTIER ladies wristwatch Tank, Switzerland sold in February 1996, quartz, gold-plated silver case slightly tarnished, case back
screwed down 4-times, leather strap with original deployant clasp, dial with gold- plated hour-indices, blued steel hands, diameter
approx. 20 mm, original box & pap ...[more]

243018

CARTIER Tank ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, gold-plated silver case, case back screwed-down 4-times, jeweled
crown, leather strap with original deployant clasp, gold coloured dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, measures approx. 28 x
21 mm, signs of use, condition 2-3 ...[more]

243019

CARTIER Santos ladies wristwatch in stainless steel & 18k yellow gold, Switzerland sold according to papers in December 1994, self
winding, back with 8 screws, original bracelet with deployant clasp, white dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, measures
approx. 35 x 23 mm, length approx. ...[more]

243020

EBEL Sport Classique ladies wristwatch, reference 183908, stainless steel/gold combined including wave bracelet with deployant clasp,
quartz, bezel 5-times screwed down, champagne coloured dial due to age spotty, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date,
diameter approx. 27 mm, length a ...[more]

243021

MOVADO nearly mint ladies wristwatch Museumswatch, Switzerland around 2010, reference 95.A1.826, partial gold-plated stainless
steel case including bracelet with butterfly buckle, quartz, snap on case back, black contrast dial, display of hours & minutes, diameter
approx. 28 mm, length approx. ...[more]

243022

CHOPARD St. Moritz ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, reference 8067, stainless steel/gold combined including
bracelet with butterfly buckle, diamond set yellow gold bezel, white dial, gilded hands, diameter approx. 19 cm, length approx. 17 cm,
condition 2-3 CHOPARD St. Moritz ...[more]

243023

MOVADO nearly mint ladies wristwatch Museumswatch, Switzerland around 2010, reference 86 A1 837.2, partial gold-plated stainless
steel case including bracelet with butterfly buckle, quartz, snap on case back, black contrast dial, display of hours & minutes, diameter
approx. 28 mm, length appro ...[more]

243024

BAUME & MERCIER Riviera ladies wristwatch, Switzerland sold according to original certificate in December 1996, quartz, stainless
steel/gold combined including bracelet with deployant clasp, screwed down case, white dial with Roman numerals, gilded hands, date,
diameter approx. 25 mm, length a ...[more]

243025

CARTIER Santos ladies wristwatch in steel/yellow gold, Switzerland around 1990, 8 -times screwed down case, original steel/gold
bracelet with butterfly clasp, silvered dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, quartz, measures approx. 22 x 22 mm, length
approx. 16 cm, condition 2-3 CARTIER S ...[more]

243026

ROLEX Datejust ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1978, self winding, reference 6917, stainless steel/gold combined including
bracelet, deployant clasp with owner letters GG in gold, brown dial due to age spotty with diamonds as hour-indices, gilded hands
corroded, date under loupe-glass has to ...[more]

243027

CARTIER ladies wristwatch series Linie 21, reference 1340, stainless steel case including bracelet with butterfly buckle partial goldplated, case back 6-times screwed, bezel with engraved Roman hours, blued steel hands, display of hours & minutes, jeweled crown,
diameter approx. 28 mm, lengt ...[more]

243028

PELLIKAAN timing Flying Dutchman II Sport, manual winding, Netherlands around 2017, stainless steel case including original leather
strap with original buckle, additional textile strap, on both sides glazed, screwed down case back, 2-coloured dial, display of hours,
minutes & constant second, ...[more]

243029

ALEXANDER SHOROKOFF gents wristwatch from series Heritage model Fedor Dostoevsky, manual winding, Germany/Switzerland
around 2015, reference AS.FD3, stainless steel case including original leather strap with original buckle, on both sides glazed, back with
8 screws, mobile lugs & winding crown ...[more]

243030

MEISTERSINGER gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Germany around 2003, large case, screwed down case back, neutral stainless
steel bracelet, off-white dial slightly spotty, date at 12, quartz, original box & papers enclosed, case-no. rubbed, diameter approx. 43
mm, condition 3 MEISTERSINGE ...[more]

243031

JUNGHANS chronograph Meister Driver Chronoscope, self winding, Switzerland around 2015, reference 027/3684.00, stainless steel
case including original leather strap with original buckle, on both sides glazed, case back screwed-down 4-times, display of hours,
minutes, constant second & chronogr ...[more]

243032

BMW chronograph 315/1 Classic, manual winding, Switzerland around 2000, frosted stainless steel case including original leather strap,
on both sides sapphire glazed, snap on case back, tachometer graduation, display of hours, minutes, constant second, date &
chronograph, 43 jewels, base calibr ...[more]

243033

ORIS Worldtimer gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 7513, on both sides glazed stainless steel case
including original bracelet with deployant clasp, screwed down case back, silvered dial with 2-time zones, correction at 4 & at 8, calibre
690, 30 jewels, precisio ...[more]

243034

DIAMONDS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION chronograph, self winding, reference A9288AI- AG-M9280, stainless steel/rubber
combined including bracelet with butterfly buckle, on both sides sapphire glazed, screwed-down case back & winding crown, engineturned dial with raised diamond indices, display of ...[more]

243035

Graf von Monte Wehro gents wristwatch with Tourbillon, around 2010, manual winding, on both sides glazed stainless steel-case partial
gold-plated, including bracelet with deployant clasp, screwed down case back, gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, day/night- & 24-hourdisplay, visible Tourbillo ...[more]

243036

Raul U. BRAUN gents wristwatch with Tourbillon, around 2010, self winding, on both sides glazed steel-case, screwed down case back,
indices-ring with gemstones, open gilded movement lavish skeletonized & partial engraved, blued steel hands, visible Tourbillon at 6,
blued screws, diameter appro ...[more]

243037

JACQUES LEMANS gents wristwatch with complete calendar, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 776, on both sides
glazed, gold-plated case, original leather strap with original buckle, silvered engine-turned dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands,
calibre ETA 2824-2, 25 jewels, prec ...[more]

243038

R. U. BRAUN gents wristwatch with Tourbillon, around 2010, manual winding, on both sides glazed gold-plated case, screwed down
case back, silvered engine-turned dial, blued steel hands, day/night- & 24-hour-display, visible Tourbillon at 6, movement with fausses
cotes decoration, diameter appr ...[more]

243039

BULOVA 18k yellow gold chronograph, self winding, Switzerland around 1996, snap on case back, enamel colored dial, display of
hours, minutes, constant second, date & chronograph, 39 jewels, base calibre ETA 2892-2, incablock shock-absorber, central rotor,
diameter ca, 38 mm, condition 2 BUL ...[more]

243040

Lindberg & Sons gents wristwatch with Tourbillon, around 2010, manual winding, on both sides glazed gold-plated case, case back 6times screwed, engine-turned dial with raised gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, day/night- & 24-hour-display, visible Tourbillon at 6,
movement with fausses co ...[more]

243041

AATOS gents wristwatch with Tourbillon, around 2010, manual winding model Jakobus, gold- plated case, screwed down stainless steel
case back, black dial, gilded hands, day/night- & 24-hour-display, visible Tourbillon at 6, movement with fausses cotes decoration,
diameter approx. 42 mm, conditi ...[more]

243042

LOUIS CHEVROLET chronograph model Frontenac, self winding, reference A7100, made in a limited special edition of 250 pieces,
stainless steel case, neutral leather strap, on both sides glazed, case back 6-times screwed, yellow/orange coloured dial with black subdials, display of hours, minutes, da ...[more]

243043

JUNGHANS Pilot Chronoscope gents wristwatch with chronograph, Germany around 2006, self winding, reference 027/4523, on both
sides glazed, blackened case in steel, screwed down case back, original leather strap, revolving bezel with 60-minutes-register, black
dial with Arabic luminous indexes, lum ...[more]

243044

HAMILTON big gents wristwatch with chronograph, Switzerland around 2010, self winding, blackened stainless steel case, on both
sides glazed, case back screwed down 4- times, black dial with Arabic numerals, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA 7750, 25
jewels, precision adjustment, original leather ...[more]

243045

ORIS Aquis gents wristwatch, self winding, reference 01 739 7674 7754-07 4 26 34BTE, blackened titanium case including original
rubber strap with deployant clasp, screwed- down case back & winding crown, sapphire crystal with anti-reflective treatment, helium
valve at 9, unidirectional revolvi ...[more]

243046

VICTORINOX gents wristwatch, self winding, Switzerland around 2005, stainless steel case including bracelet with butterfly buckle, on
both sides glazed, screwed down case back, black contrast dial with Arabic hours, luminous hands, display of hours, minutes, sweep
seconds & date, bidirectional ...[more]

243047

ANONIMO gents wristwatch series Nautilo, self winding, reference AM-1002.03, made in a limited special edition of 97 pieces in
stainless steel including original grosgrain ribbon with original buckle & additional original rubber strap, screwed-down case back &
winding crown, waterproof fro ...[more]

243048

VAN DER BAUWEDE chronograph model Legend Rider, self winding, stainless steel case including original leather strap with original
deployant clasp, on both sides glazed, back with 8 screws, screwed down winding crown, display of hours, minutes, constant second,
day, date & chronograph, calibre ...[more]

243049

BMW gents wristwatch with chronograph in chronometer quality, Switzerland around 2002, self winding, curved titanium-case including
bracelet with deployant clasp, snap on case back, winding crown screwed down, black dial, date, calibre ETA 7750, diameter approx. 37
mm, length approx. 19,5 cm, orig ...[more]

243050

TISSOT T-Sport PRS 516 chronograph, self winding, Switzerland around 2015, reference T100427A, blackened stainless steel case
including original leather strap with butterfly buckle, on both sides sapphire glazed, carbon-bezel with tachometer graduation, display of
hours, minutes, constant second, ...[more]

243051

TAG HEUER Link gents wristwatch with chronograph in stainless steel, Switzerland sold according to receipt in December 2002, self
winding, reference CT2111, screwed down case including original bracelet with deployant clasp, unidirectional revolving bezel, black
dial with raised hour-indices, lumi ...[more]

243052

REVUE THOMMEN gents diving watch in steel/ stainless steel bracelet, Switzerland according to original papers sold in July 2018, self
winding, large screwed down case, unidirectional revolving bezel with 60-minutes graduation, black dial, raised luminous indices,
silvered luminous hands, date unde ...[more]

243053

FORMEX chronograph series Pilot, self winding, Switzerland around 2015, reference AS1100, stainless steel case including original
leather strap with original buckle, on both sides glazed, Titanboden 4-times screwed down, blue dial with silvered sub dials, display of
hours, minutes, constant second ...[more]

243054

TAG HEUER Formula 1 gents diving wristwatch in steel with box & users manual, Switzerland around 2010, satin-finished case,
screwed-down case back & winding crown, blue, unidirectional revolving bezel with 60- minutes-graduation, blue dial, silvered indices &
hands, quartz, additional ...[more]

243055

MAURICE LACROIX Masterpiece Calendrier Retrograde gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 2016, manual winding,
reference MP 7268, on both sides glazed solid case, back with 8 screws, original leather strap with original deployant clasp, black dial
with retrograde date & power ...[more]

243056

GRAF VON MONTE WEHRO tourbillon wristwatch, manual winding, current production, stainless steel case including original leather
strap with original buckle, screwed down case back, display of hours, minutes, day/night & constant seconds by minutes tourbillon,
diameter approx. 45 mm, original bo ...[more]

243057

TAG HEUER chronograph with multifunctional display series Kirium, Switzerland around 2010, reference CL11A-0, stainless steel case
including bracelet with deployant clasp, screwed down case back, sapphire crystal, analog & digital display, unidirectional revolving
bezel with 60-minutes graduat ...[more]

243058

RADO Diastar wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, reference 152.0347.3, ceramic case including ceramic-bracelet with
butterfly buckle, black dial due to age spotty, gilded hands, date, measures approx. 33 x 27 mm, length approx. 18,5 cm, 4 additional
bracelet-links enclosed, condition 3 ...[more]

243059

RADO chronograph, Switzerland around 2010, reference 01.538.0764.3.015, ceramic case including bracelet with butterfly buckle,
quartz, case back 4-times screwed down, sapphire crystal, display of hours, minutes, constant second, date & chronograph, diameter
approx. 35 mm, length approx. 19,5 c ...[more]

243060

OMEGA Constellation gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, reference 3961070/3961080, snap on case back, stainless
steel case, integrated bracelet with deployant clasp (Omega-logo missing), bezel with Roman numerals, black dial, date at 3, diameter
approx. 33 mm, length approx. 19,5 cm ...[more]

243061

OMEGA gents wristwatch model Seamaster Polaris, Switzerland around 1980, reference 1960257/3960952, gold-inlayed titanium case
including titanium bracelet with butterfly buckle, sapphire crystal, snap on case back, screwed down winding crown, quartz, display of
hours, minutes, sweep seconds & ...[more]

243062

EBEL gents wristwatch Sportwave, Switzerland around 1997, self winding, reference 6120531, partial gold-plated stainless steel case
including bracelet with butterfly buckle, back with 8 screws, screwed down winding crown, black dial with raised luminous indexes,
luminous hands, date, diameter appr ...[more]

243063

CHANEL ladies wristwatch series J12, reference H0682, ceramic case (lug at 7 damaged), steel case back 8-times screwed down,
including bracelet with butterfly buckle, screwed down winding crown, quartz, unidirectional revolving bezel with 60-minutes graduation
(damaged/broken), black dial with Ara ...[more]

243064

SINN ladies wristwatch in titanium, Germany around 2005, self winding, reference 243 Ti S, case back screwed-down 4-times, original
bracelet with butterfly buckle, black dial with raised hour-indices, silvered hands, calibre ETA 2671 , 25 jewels, measures approx. 37 x
22 mm, length approx. 18 cm, ...[more]

243065

MOVADO wristwatch series Valor Tungsten, reference 89.C1.1432, Switzerland around 2010, extreme scratch-resistant tungsten-case
including bracelet with butterfly buckle, stainless steel case back 4-times screwed down, quartz, display of hours & minutes, measures
approx. 35,5 x 23,5 mm, length ...[more]

243066

RADO wristwatch Diastar, Switzerland around 2000, quartz, reference 129.0326.3, snap on stainless steel case back, bracelet with
scratch proof elements, gold-plated parts, butterfly buckle, mirrored dial, gilded hands, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date,
diameter approx. 33 mm, le ...[more]

243067

RADO Diastar wristwatch, Switzerland around 2006, quartz, reference 115.0622.3, stainless steel case, snap on case back, ceramicbracelet with butterfly buckle, black dial with raised gilded hour-indices, gilded hands, date, diameter approx. 35 mm, length approx. 20
cm, warranty card & 1 addi ...[more]

243068

RADO Diastar wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, reference 160.0281.3N, gold- plated case, snap on case back, including
gold-plated bracelet, middle links of bracelet in ceramic, blue dial with gilded hour- indices, gilded hands, date, measures approx. 28 x
23,5 mm, length approx. 19 cm, ...[more]

243069

RADO ladies wristwatch series Diastar, Switzerland 1990`s, reference 153.0383.3, quartz, gold-plated stainless steel case with 4-times
screwed down case back abraded, original ceramic bracelet with butterfly buckle, glass slightly damage, black dial, gilded hands,
measures approx. 22 mm x 18 mm, l ...[more]

243070

CORUM wristwatch series Tabogan, Switzerland around 2000, reference 64.151.45, blackened stainless steel case, upper part to
swivel for hand setting, neutral leather strap with butterfly buckle, arched sapphire crystal, display of hours & minutes, in sich curved
Pultform, measures approx. 40 x ...[more]

243071

BOXSTER ladies wristwatch for the correspondent sports car, Switzerland sold according to papers in December 1996, quartz, stainless
steel case, screwed down case back, black dial with Arabic numerals, white hands, red second, date, diameter approx. 31 mm, original
box & papers, condition 1-2 ...[more]

243072

BULGARI ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, reference BB 30 SLD, quartz, stainless steel case including original leather strap
with neutral buckle, snap on case back, movement gold-plated, calibre 732, fausses cotes decoration, diameter approx. 30 mm,
condition 2-3 BULGARI Damenarmbandu ...[more]

243073

OMEGA rare 18k yellow gold gents wristwatch Constellation Chronometer case number 009, self winding, Switzerland around 1960,
snap on case back, original gold bracelet slightly dent, safety lock aftermarket on customers request diamond set, winding crown with
Tiger`s eye Cabochon, gold dial with 4 ...[more]

243074

BULOVA gents wristwatch Super Seville DAY & DATE, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, gold-plated case including bracelet with
deployant clasp, screwed-down case back & winding crown, gilded dial with raised hour- indices, gilded hands, calibre ETA 2834-2,
diameter approx. 35 mm, length ...[more]

243075

ZENITH nearly mint wristwatch model Concerto, Switzerland 1990`s, reference 50.3000, gold- plated metal case, snap on stainless
steel case back, quartz, enamel colored dial with Roman hours, display of hours, minutes & date, diameter approx. 33 mm, length
approx. 21 cm, condition 1-2 ZENITH ...[more]

243076

EBEL 1911 18k yellow gold diamond set ladies wristwatch, Switzerland sold according to warranty card in October 1994, quartz,
reference 888901, case back screwed-down 4- times, original bracelet in 18k yellow gold with deployant clasp, black dial with diamonds
as hour-indices, bezel lavish set wit ...[more]

243077

BULGARI Tubogas 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, Switzerland according to original papers sold September 1988, snap on case
back, reference BB192T, flexible original gold bracelet, bezel with Bulgari-lettering, black dial, gilded indices & hands, quartz, original
box enclosed, diameter appro ...[more]

243078

TAG HEUER 18k yellow gold ladies diving wristwatch, Switzerland around 2000, self winding, polished case with covered lugs,
screwed-down case back & winding crown, original leather strap with 18k yellow gold deployant clasp, blue dial, gilded luminous indices
& -hands, date under magnifyin ...[more]

243079

BUCHERER smooth 18k yellow gold gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1991, quartz, snap on case back, white dial with gilded
Roman numerals, gilded hands, date, measures approx. 35 x 32 mm, original box & papers, signs of use, condition 2-3 BUCHERER
flache Herrenarmbanduhr in GG 750/000, S ...[more]

243080

WEMPE Zeitmeister ladies wristwatch, Germany sold in June 2015 according to certificate, quartz, gold-plated case, leather strap with
original buckle, case back 6-times screwed, mother of pearl -dial with diamond indices, gold-plated hands, date display, diameter
approx. 29 mm, original box & ...[more]

243081

CARTIER Paris Rivoli 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch with original 18k yellow gold bracelet, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, case
back 2-times screwed down, original bracelet with deployant clasp, jeweled crown, silvered dial lightly spotty with Roman numerals,
blued steel hands, diameter appro ...[more]

243082

J. CHEVALIER 14k yellow gold diamond set ladies wristwatch & 14k yellow gold bracelet, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, snap on
case back, bezel lavish set with diamonds additional approx. 0,5 ct, fine bracelet, gilded dial with raised hour-indices, gilded hands,
measures approx. 27 x 20 mm, l ...[more]

243083

CARTIER 18k yellow gold Panthere ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1985, reference 866911, quartz, case back 8-times screwed
down, original 18k yellow gold bracelet with butterfly buckle, silvered dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, jeweled crown,
measures approx. 30 x 22 mm, length a ...[more]

243084

ROLEX 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch Oyster Perpetual Datejust, self winding, reference 69178, superlative chronometer officially
certified, president bracelet, screwed-down case back & winding crown, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds & date with quick set
under sapphire loupe gl ...[more]

243085

ROLEX Date ladies wristwatch in steel/gold with jubilee-bracelet, Switzerland around 1978, self winding, Oyster-case reference 6917
with fluted-bezel, screwed-down case back & winding crown, gilded dial, raised gilded indices, date at 3, rhodium plated movement
calibre 2030, 28 jewels, 5 adjus ...[more]

243086

CHOPARD St. Moritz ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland around 2000, by bezel 8- times screwed down case reference 8024,
integrated bracelet with butterfly buckle, white dial, 11 diamond-indices, date at 6, quartz, diameter approx. 24,5 mm, length approx.
15,5 cm, condition 2 CHOPARD St ...[more]

243087

EBEL wristwatch Classic Wave, Switzerland around 1995, reference 181937, stainless steel/gold combined including wave bracelet with
deployant clasp, diamond set gold bezel 5-times screwed down, dial with 12 diamond indices, display of hours, minutes, sweep seconds
& date, quartz, diameter appr ...[more]

243088

PAUL PICOT Sub Professional chronometer gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference 4023
Paul Mariner II, screwed down case, unidirectional revolving bezel with engraved minute graduation, date under loupe-glass, black dial
with luminous indexes, luminous ...[more]

243089

MIDO nearly mint gents wristwatch Ocean Star, self winding, Switzerland around 2010, reference 8522, stainless steel case including
original rubber strap with deployant clasp, on both sides glazed, screwed-down case back & winding crown, unidirectional revolving
bezel with minute graduation, b ...[more]

243090

MARCELLO C Nettuno 3 gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, self winding, reference 2007/A, screwed down stainless steel
case, unidirectional revolving bezel, black dial with luminous indexes, luminous hands, date, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA
2824-2, 25 jewels, precision adjustment, se ...[more]

243091

PAUL PICOT Le Plongeur no. 1 Sub Professional gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland sold according to papers in July 1998,
quartz, screwed down case, original bracelet with butterfly buckle, raised hour- indices, luminous hands, diameter approx. 40 mm,
length approx. 20,5 cm, original b ...[more]

243092

BUREN limited gents wristwatch with chronograph, Switzerland around 2003, self winding, stainless steel case, screwed down case
back, unidirectional revolving bezel, black dial with Arabic luminous numerals, luminous hands, date, calibre ETA 7750, 25 hour,
precision adjustment, diameter approx. 38 ...[more]

243093

TAG HEUER chronograph model FORMULA 1, reference CA 1210-RO, Switzerland 1990`s, stainless steel case including original
bracelet with deployant clasp, screwed-down case back & winding crown, unidirectional revolving bezel, sapphire crystal, diameter
approx. 39 mm, length approx. 18,5 cm, cond ...[more]

243094

MEISTERSINGER ladies wristwatch series Karelia, manual winding, reference CM102, stainless steel case including original leather
strap with original buckle, on both sides glazed, case back 6-times screwed, display of hours, minutes & constant second, diameter
approx. 34 mm, original box, condi ...[more]

243095

FORTIS wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, reference 620.10.46, stainless steel-case with stainless steel
bracelet, screwed down case back, black dial with luminous-indices, luminous hands, red second, date, calibre ETA 2824-2, 25 jewels,
precision adjustment, diameter appr ...[more]

243096

ASKANIA gents wristwatch, Germany around 2000, self winding, stainless steel case including original bracelet with deployant clasp,
case back & winding crown screwed-down, black dial with luminous indexes, luminous hands, date, diameter approx. 38 mm, length
approx. 21 cm, original box enclose ...[more]

243097

MERCEDES chronograph, self winding, Germany/Switzerland around 1990, stainless steel/titanium including bracelet with butterfly
buckle, on both sides glazed, case back screwed-down 4-times, silver coloured contrast dial with 30 minutes- & 12 hour- register, 25
jewels, central rotor, base calib ...[more]

243098

OMEGA Constellation chronometer Electronic f300Hz gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1971, tuning-fork
movement, reference 198.002, screwed down case back, leather strap with Omega buckle, silvered dial with raised hour-indices,
luminous hands, date, copper coloured movement c ...[more]

243099

ORIS "Frank Sinatra" limited gents-wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 2010, self winding, tonneau-shaped case with mobile
lugs,partial-glazed case back 4-times screwed down, silvered structure-dial, raised silvered indices, blue 12, power reserve indicator at
7, date at 3, rhodium plated move ...[more]

243100

CONSTANTIN DURMONT gents wristwatch with Tourbillon & power reserve indicator-display, around 2010, manual winding, on both
sides glazed gold-plated case, screwed down case back, black dial, gilded hands, visible Tourbillon at 6, movement with fausses cotes
decoration, diameter approx. 39 mm, ...[more]

243101

MIDO nearly mint gents wristwatch Multifort, self winding, Switzerland around 2010, reference M005930, gold-plated stainless steel
case including rubber strap with gold-plated deployant clasp, on both sides glazed, screwed down case back & crowns, vertical striped
dial, bidirectional revolving ...[more]

243102

MAURICE LACROIX chronograph with complete calendar including moon phase, Switzerland around 1990, self winding, stainless
steel/gold combined including leather strap, structure dial, screwed down case back & winding crown, display of hours, minutes,
constant second, day, date, month, moon phas ...[more]

243103

LONGINES chronograph model Dolce Vita, Switzerland around 2001, reference L5.656.4, stainless steel case including leather strap
with original buckle, case back screwed-down 4-times, arched sapphire crystal, quartz, display of hour, minutes, constant second, date
& chronograph, calibre L538.2, ...[more]

243104

BAUME & MERCIER ladies wristwatch series Catwalk, reference MV045197, Switzerland around 2005, stainless steel case including
bracelet with butterfly buckle, quartz, case back screwed-down 4-times, ivory coloured dial with raised indexes, dauphine hands, display
of hours & minutes, diamete ...[more]

243105

MUHLE GLASHÜTTE rectangular wristwatch in steel, Germany/Switzerland according to original papers sold in May 2001, self winding,
on both sides glazed case, case back screwed-down 4-times, white dial with Arabic numerals, date at 3, rhodium plated movement
calibre ETA 2671, 25 jewels, precision ad ...[more]

243106

MONTBLANC ladies wristwatch in steel, Switzerland sold in November 2005 according to certificate, quartz, reference 7079, stainless
steel-case, snap on case back, original leather strap and buckle, silvered dial with diamond indices in rays-decoration, silvered hands,
date, diameter approx. 29 mm, ...[more]

243107

MONTBLANC ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, quartz, reference 7246, stainless steel-case with stainless steel bracelet,
snap on case back, mother of pearl dial, silvered hands, date, diameter approx. 34 mm, length approx. 23 cm, original box & blank
papers, condition 1-2 MONTBLANC ...[more]

243108

POIRAY ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, quartz, stainless steel case, case back with owner monogram 4-times screwed
down, mother of pearl dial with raised hour-indexes, silvered hands, original leather strap on case removable, diameter approx. 29 mm,
length approx. 18,5 cm (not adjustab ...[more]

243109

GIRARD PERREGAUX gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1970, manual winding, screwed down case back,
original milanese steel bracelet, raised hour-indices, silvered hands, calibre 100-755, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 35 mm, length
adjustable, condition 2, original case enclosed ...[more]

243110

ZENTRA Savoy 14k white gold gents wristwatch, manual winding, Switzerland for the German market around 1970, snap on case back,
milanaise bracelet, silvered dial with raised indices, display of hours & minutes, 17 jewels, lever movement, base calibre Peseux 7040,
incablock shock-absorber, diam ...[more]

243111

CARTIER Pasha ladies wristwatch in steel, Switzerland around 2000, 4-times screwed down case reference 2973, integrated stainless
steel bracelet with butterfly clasp, screwed down protection cap over winding crown, silvered dial, Arabic numerals, blued steel hands,
quartz, diameter approx. 27 mm, ...[more]

243112

CHAUMET ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 2005, quartz, stainless steel, silvered dial with raised hour-indexes, blued steel hands,
case back screwed-down 4-times, bracelet with butterfly buckle, measures approx. 21 x 18 mm, length approx. 17 cm, condition 2
CHAUMET Damenarmbanduhr, Schwei ...[more]

243113

Diamond set 14k white gold ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1975, manual winding, snap on case back, Opal dial with small
cracks, integrated milanaise bracelet, diamonds additional approx. 1 ct, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA 2412, measures approx.
28 x 20 mm, length approx. 18 cm, weigh ...[more]

243114

CHOPARD ladies wristwatch, reference 8022, Switzerland around 1988, rhodium plated metal case, snap on stainless steel case back,
quartz, enamel colored dial with Roman hours, display of hour & minutes, diameter approx. 24 mm, signs of use due to age, condition 23 CHOPARD Damenarmbanduhr, ...[more]

243115

LE BLANC 18k white gold diamond set ladies wristwatch including 18k white gold bracelet, Switzerland around 2000, snap on case
back, bezel & bracelet lavish diamond set, silvered dial with raised hour-indices, silvered hands, diameter approx. 25,5 mm, length
approx. 17,5 cm, blank warranty car ...[more]

243116

PRINZESS 25 14k white gold diamond set ladies wristwatch, Switzerland/Germany around 1970, manual winding, frosted case with
fixed milanaise bracelet, snap on case back, bezel lavish with 32 diamonds set, additional approx. 0,95 ct, silvered dial, raised silvered
indices, rhodium plated movement c ...[more]

243117

LE BLANC 14k white gold ladies wristwatch with 14k white gold bracelet, Switzerland around 2000, snap on case back, bezel lavish
diamond set, silvered dial with Roman numerals, silvered hands, measures approx. 34 x 19 mm, neutral box & blank warranty card
enclosed, weight approx. 50g, conditio ...[more]

243118

MAURICE LACROIX gents chronograph, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, gold plated case, snap on stainless steel case-back,
silvered structure-dial with Roman numerals, blued steel hands, rhodium plated movement calibre ETA 7750, 17 jewels, precision
adjustment, diameter approx. 38 mm, conditio ...[more]

243119

CARTIER 18k yellow gold wristwatch series Pasha, self winding, Switzerland around 1990, reference 1991, leather strap with original
18k yellow gold buckle, screwed down protection cap with sapphire cabochon, back with 8 screws, unidirectional revolving bezel bezel
with 60-minutes graduation, silve ...[more]

243120

TAG HEUER gents wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, self winding, reference S89.706, stainless steel case with leather strap &
original buckle, screwed down case back, white dial & hands pat/corrected, date, unidirectional revolving bezel with engraved minute
graduation, calibre 2892-2, 2 ...[more]

243121

CARTIER Tank ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, gold plated silver case, case back screwed-down 4-times, jeweled
crown, original leather strap with original deployant clasp, white dial with gold- application, measures approx. 27 x 20 mm, original box
enclosed, condition 2 CARTI ...[more]

243122

ROLEX ladies wristwatch Oyster Perpetual Date, self winding, Switzerland 3rd quarter 1971, reference 6917, stainless steel/gold
combined including neutral leather strap, additional defect jubilee-bracelet enclosed, silvered dial with raised indices, gilded hands, date
under loupe-glass at 3, rhodi ...[more]

243123

CARTIER ladies wristwatch Santos, self winding, Switzerland around 1985, stainless steel/gold combined including leather strap with
buckle, back with 8 screws, sapphire crystal, enamel coloured dial with Roman hours, blued steel hands, 17 jewels, central rotor, base
calibre ETA 2670, measures appr ...[more]

243124

ROLEX factory diamond set 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch Oyster Perpetual Datejust, self winding, reference 69138, L-series,
superlative chronometer officially certified, president bracelet, bezel such as dial lavish factory diamond set, screwed-down case back &
winding crown, display of ho ...[more]

243125

RADO ladies wristwatch Diastar, Switzerland around 1995, quartz, reference 153.0283.3N, gold-plated case with 4-times screwed down
stainless steel case back, bracelet with scratch proof elements, gold-plated middle parts, butterfly buckle, dial with 4 diamonds due to
age spotty/patinated, gilded h ...[more]

243126

OMEGA 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch De Ville, Switzerland around 1969, manual winding, gilded dial with raised indices, copper
coloured lever movement, calibre 485, 17 jewels, diameter approx. 19 mm, length approx. 17 cm, total weight approx. 53g, overhaul
recommended at buyer's expense, condi ...[more]

243127

ROLEX Date ladies wristwatch reference 6517, Switzerland around 1971, self winding, stainless steel/gold combined including bracelet
with deployant clasp, screwed down case, white dial with raised gilded hour- indices, gilded hands, date, calibre 1161, 26 jewels, 5
adjustments, diameter approx. 25 ...[more]

243128

CARTIER Tank ladies wristwatch in gold plated sterling silver case, Switzerland around 1990, manual winding, rectangular case at the
sides 4-times screwed down, black dial, gilded hands, rhodium plated movement (ETA), 17 jewels, measures approx. 28 x 21 mm,
condition 2-3 CARTIER Tank Damenarmba ...[more]

243129

EBEL Sport Classic Wave ladies wristwatch in steel/gold, Switzerland according to original papers sold February 1996, satin-finished
case, bezel 5-times screwed down, integrated bracelet with double-deployant clasp, black dial, raised gilded Roman numerals, date at
3, quartz, original box & pa ...[more]

243130

BAUME & MERCIER Riviera ladies wristwatch in stainless steel/gold, Switzerland around 1990, quartz, screwed down case, original
stainlesssteel bracelet with deployant clasp, cream colored dial with Roman numerals, gilded hands, date, diameter approx. 24 mm,
length approx. 17,5 cm, original box ...[more]

243131

EBEL Classic Wave ladies wristwatch in steel/ gold, Switzerland around 1990, satin-finished case reference 166901, bezel 5-times
screwed down, integrated original bracelet, creme- colored dial with raised gilded Roman numerals, quartz, diameter approx. 24 mm,
length approx. 16 cm, condition 2-3 ...[more]

243132

CARTIER Tank ladies wristwatch, Switzerland around 1988, manual winding, gold-plated silver-case, case back lateral 4-times screwed
down, jeweled crown, black dial hairlines, gilded hands, calibre ETA 2512, 17 jewels, fausses cotes decoration, measures approx. 27 x
20 mm, gilding partial missing, ...[more]

243133

14k pink gold hunting cased pocket watch, Switzerland around 1900, 3-cover gold case, hunter cover with monogram, enamel dial with
Roman numerals, gilded spade hands, 3/4- board lever movement, compensation-balance, Breguet balance-spring, diameter approx.
50 mm, weight approx. 90,4 g, dents, main ...[more]

243134

14k pink gold hunting cased pocket watch, Switzerland around 1915, 3-cover gold case dent, hunter cover with monogram, metal- dial
damaged with Arabic numerals, gold-plated lever movement, compensation-balance with blued Breguet balance-spring, diameter
approx. 52 mm, weight approx. 76g, condition ...[more]

243135

9k yellow gold hunting cased pocket watch with 1/4-hour repetition, Switzerland/England around 1910, smooth 3-cover gold case dent,
striking-mechanism triggering by pusher at 6, enamel dial with Roman numerals, constant second at 6, blued spade hands, gilded lever
movement, 15 jewels, antimagnetic ...[more]

243136

IWC 14k yellow gold hunting cased pocket watch, Switzerland around 1915, engine-turned 3-cover gold case slightly dent, dedicationengraving on hunter cover & cuvette, formerly enamel dial restored, gilded hands, gold plated movement calibre 53 H5, 16 jewels, 4
screwed chatons, precision adju ...[more]

243137

MOVADO nearly mint Museumswatch travelling alarm, Switzerland around 2010, 91.B7.0800.4.004, to be set up, black contrast dial
with display of hours, minutes & alarm, diameter approx. 60 mm, original box & blank papers, condition 1 MOVADO nahezu neuwertiger
Museumswatch Reisewecker, Sc ...[more]

243138

Set of 2 nearly mint open face pocket watches, both Switzerland around 1940, both in chrome plated nickel cases, 1 x Omega, enamel
colored dial with Arabic hours, copper coloured hands, display of hours, minutes & constant second, movement gold-plated, 15 jewels,
calibre 38.5L.T1, diameter app ...[more]

243139

LORD ELGIN 14k yellow gold wristwatch, USA around 1942, manual winding, two-piece construction case, snap on case back with
metal movement-container, black dial with raised gilded hour-indices restored, gilded hands, lever movement calibre 730, 23 jewels, 6
adjustments, diameter approx. 32 mm, nee ...[more]

243140

OMEGA gents wristwatch series De Ville, manual winding, Switzerland around 1967, reference 111.024, two-piece construction
stainless steel case, snap on case back, leather strap with original buckle, silvered dial with raised indices due to age spotty/patinated,
display of hours & minutes, cop ...[more]

243141

LONGINES Admiral gents wristwatch in stainless steel, Switzerland around 1974, self winding, reference 6651, screwed down case
back, blue dial with raised hour-indices due to age spotty, silvered hands, date, calibre 431, 25 jewels, 4 adjustments, diameter approx.
35 mm, neutral leather strap with ...[more]

243142

BREITLING board-stop watch (Dashboard), Switzerland around 1980, black plastic case, black mounting plate as back cover in metal,
black dial with Arabic luminous numerals, 60- minutes-counter at 12, 12-hour-counter at 6, central second, rhodium plated movement
calibre Baumgartner 421 with 7 jewels ...[more]

243143

SPORTING TYPE 11 board watch with chronograph (Dashboard), Switzerland around 1970, blackened metal case, screwed down case
back, inside turning bezel with 60-minutes- graduation, winding & setting of the chronograph at 6, hand-setting by lever at 5, black dial
with Arabic numerals, original h ...[more]

243144

SINN board watch with chronograph (dashboard), Switzerland around 1965, blackened aluminum- case, case back 3-times screwed
down, inside- turning bezel, setting of the watch by winding crown & pusher at 6, black dial, luminous- indices & hands corroded,
rhodium plated movement calibre Valj ...[more]

243145

SINN board watch with chronograph (dashboard),Switzerland around 1965, blackened aluminum- case, case back 3-times screwed
down, inside- turning bezel, setting of the watch by winding crown & pusher at 6, black dial, luminous- indices & hands, 30-minutes
counter at 6, rhodium plated moveme ...[more]

243146

JUNGHANS board watch with chronograph (dashboard), Germany around 1940, black metal case, installed on later plastic holder,
revolving bakelite bezel, winding & setting of the chronograph at 6, hand-setting by lever at 5, black dial, luminous indexes & -hands, 15minutes-counter at 6, nick ...[more]

243147

Set of 2 board watches with intermediate wheelchronographs, 1 x Junghans BO-UK-X 14/0135 for the german airforce with calibre
Valjoux 5 & 1 x Revue B 5 with Unitas calibre, both case backs 3-times screwed, luminous hands & numerals, diameter je approx. 61
mm, condition 2-3, property of a c ...[more]

